Proof Of Condition
Name
D.O.B.
Address

Phone
Number

Date:

Physicians Name and Information:

What we need

❏Photo ID - identity and
age verification
❏Our membership
application - filled out
and signed
❏Your proof of condition
What is a Proof of
Condition (POC)?
A POC must contain:
❏Your name
❏Your Doctors
Information
❏Your Doctors Signature
❏Your condition noted

List Condition:

Please note!
The above-named patient has
received treatment or medication
for the medical condition as
declared.
Physician’s Signature

Your POC does not need to say
ANYTHING about cannabis!

Victoria Cannabis
Buyer's Club
Founded in 1996
Open Everyday

Becoming a
member at The
VCBC
Open Everyday 10am - 7pm
Sunday and Holidays -11am

826 Johnson St
Victoria BC V8W 1N3
Phone: 250-381-4220
Email: hellovcbc@gmail.com
Web: http://vcbc.live

Opiate Use
Given the rapidly increasing rate of
opiate related death and the success
reported using or replacing opiates
with cannabis; the VCBC accepts
opiate use as a condition for
membership.
We accept the following as a Proof
of Condition for Opiate Use:
❏ A prescription bottle or receipt
for a triplicate opiate such as
oxycontin, morphine or
methadose.

Why Do We Need A
Proof Of Condition?
In Canada, you have a right to
take or refuse whatever medicine you
chose to treat your health condition;
whether or not to use chemotherapy
to treat cancer is an example of
patients exercising this right.
At The VCBC, We believe in this
right and the need for access to safe,
medicinal cannabis and cannabis
products. Despite this, we have been
raided more than once; we beat the
charges every time.

Being able to prove that everything
we have ever sold has been strictly
to medical patients, protects us and
allows us to operate regardless of
the state of the current laws.

Once We Have All Your
Information, Come In
and Sign Up!

● Sign ups include a product and
facility orientation - Approx.
10-15 minutes
● Please come with your
paperwork and ID ready to go
● We will do our best to
accommodate you right away
but we may need a few
minutes to shuffle staff
around

By appointment, we would be more
than happy to provide:
● an in depth orientation for
those with little experience
using cannabis
● Sign ups at home or over the
phone for those with
conditions that limit their
mobility

Conditions That Require
A Doctor’s
Recommendation
● Schizophrenia
● Depression

There have been studies
published suggesting that cannabis
can have a negative effect on
depression and schizophrenia.
As the safety of everyone at
VCBC, including yourself is our top
priority, We require a doctor's
recommendation as a precaution.

Why not
prescription bottles?
We do not accept prescription bottles
as a proof of condition for
membership.
We do not have the medical
qualifications required to evaluate a
condition based on a prescribed
medication.
There is only one exception to this
rule, triplicate opiate use. This
exception is made strictly for these
medications due to the level at which
they are controlled.

